
Decision on the relocation of the  
European Medicines Agency in the context  
of the United Kingdom’s withdrawal  
from the Union

Offer submitted by AUSTRIA

Austria reconfirms its intention for Vienna to become the 
seat of the European Medicines Agency (EMA) after the 
withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union.  
Austria requests that the Member States, the Commission 
and the Council consider the arguments set out in this 
document. This text follows the structure of document  
XT 21045/17 (final) of June 22, 2017 to facilitate 
evaluation by the Commission Services. This document 
complements earlier information submitted on the subject.
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Section I: Criteria

1 The assurance that the agency can be set up on site and take up its 
functions at the date of the United Kingdom’s withdrawal from the Union

Austria intends to lease the premises of the future seat of EMA on the real estate market and 
make them available to EMA for a period of 25 years. 

In order to identify the best premises for EMA, Austria has conducted a comprehensive survey 
of the Viennese commercial real estate market, focusing on projects available by early 2019. 
This independent survey was based upon the requirements as communicated by the General 
Secretariat of the Council with particular emphasis on the following criteria:

 • Building to be ready for occupation by March 2019 at the latest in order to ensure 
un interrupted business continuity. 

 • 26,500 m2 space in total (room for further expansion appreciated).
 • The building must be able to satisfy the specific needs of the Agency regarding conference 

room facilities, in particular meeting rooms of different sizes and sufficient height.
 • State of the art building infrastructure, especially IT facilities.
 • Connection to an international airport, in particular public transportation.
 • Accessibility within the city, in particular public transportation.
 • Confirmation by respective owners of their readiness to conclude a lease agreement either 

with the Austrian government or EMA; reservation of the building by December 31, 2017. 

Based on the criteria listed above, a number of potentially suitable properties were identified, 
followed by an additional screening according to the criteria laid out in the document “Ensuring 
the European Medicines Agency’s continuity of operation following a UK departure from the 
EU” of March 17, 2017. The result of this process was a short list of three buildings that would 
fulfil the criteria. Of those three, two buildings (Austria Campus and VIE 26 Erdberger Lände) 
seem especially suitable with respect to ensuring uninterrupted and efficient business continuity.

Austria Campus
This newly built complex consisting of various stand-alone buildings in state-of-the-art archi-
tecture will be ready to occupy by its first tenants in Q3 / Q4 2018 at the then highest possible 
level of currently available technical standards. Its fast public transport connection to the airport 
(27 minutes on the direct train), a business hotel in the direct vicinity of the conference area, 
as well as complete on-site office infrastructure make it highly suitable as the new location for 
EMA. The feasibility study for the conference centre shows that all requirements (room heights, 
room configurations, room sizes …) can be fulfilled at this location. In addition, a potentially 
larger EMA could also be accommodated in the future. The Austria Campus is not only situated 
with ideal access to the most important underground lines (U1 / U2 station “Praterstern”), but 
is also located in central Vienna and will additionally accommodate the headquarters of the 
UniCredit Bank Austria, which will move to the premises in 2018. The Vienna Exhibition 
Centre, the University of Economics and Business and numerous well known international 
corporate headquarters are located in direct proximity to this location. A kindergarten for 
children of EMA employees could also be accommodated at the premises. 
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VIE 26 Erdberger Lände
This already existing office building is located in an excellent urban location in Vienna and 
previously accommodated the corporate headquarters of Siemens Austria and the Austrian 
Postal Service. Combining efficient floorplans and layouts with modern technology, this location 
offers ideal conditions for the conference areas (room heights, room configurations, room sizes 
etc.), numerous hotels in the area as well as proximity to the airport. In addition to the existing 
conference facilities, an additional multi-purpose auditorium could be added by transforming 
the current patio. The total size of the property allows for ample flexibility with regards to 
possible future expansion, and there is also sufficient space for a corporate kindergarten for 
EMA employees. Connection to Vienna International Airport is about 40 minutes by public 
transportation and 15 minutes by taxi.

For detailed information on the properties, see Annex 1. 

Until November 20, 2017, when the final decision on the future seat of EMA is expected, 
the necessary adaptations of each of the two proposed buildings will be elaborated in more 
detail. Immediately upon the final decision by the GAC, Austria will consult with EMA in 
order to make a final decision on the future seat of EMA. Detailed planning will then begin 
immediately in order to develop a precise adaption plan and to conclude a lease agreement 
with the real estate owner by Q1 2018. Implementation of the adaptations will begin by April 
2018 to ensure completion of work by February 2019, allowing the relocation operation to 
begin in March 2019 at the latest. 

To ensure planning safety and business continuity as required by EMA, please find an overview 
of the planned timelines and milestones in Annex 9.
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2 The accessibility of Vienna 

Vienna International Airport (VIE)
In 2016 Vienna International Airport registered 23.4 million passengers. A total of 74 airlines 
serve 196 destinations in 72 countries, including direct flights to all European capitals (see 
Annex 2). With 39 direct connections, Vienna Airport is a hub for the CEE region. With a 
flight duration of three and a half hours, Lisbon is the most distant capital. Vienna Airport 
ranks fifth among all European airports in terms of punctuality.

In its 2016 “Airport Service Quality” survey, ACI (Airport Council International) ranked Vienna 
Airport as No. 1 in the category “Europe 15 to 25 million passengers”. Vienna Airport also 
received the “Beryll Award” for its commitment to barrier-free accessibility.

Airport – city connections
From Vienna Airport, central Vienna can be reached by CAT (City Airport Train) within 
just 16 minutes (30 minutes intervals). Further airport – city centre connections are by train 
(S-Bahn, Railjet), with connections every 30 minutes from the Airport to Vienna Main Station in 
15 minutes and to the station “Wien Mitte” in 25 minutes, as well as three bus lines to various 
destinations within Vienna. Taxi and limousine services are readily available as well (see Annex 2).

Rail connection
Major European trunk routes and interregional rail links pass through Vienna, including three 
pan-European mainline rail routes. The new Hauptbahnhof (Vienna Main Station) opened 
in December 2014 and is one of the most modern hubs in the trans-European rail network.  
It is used by around 150,000 passengers and more than 1,000 trains every day. It is also served 
by eight S-Bahn rapid transit train lines, two intra-city bus routes, three tram routes and an 
underground line.

Public transport – Wiener Linien
A city of short distances, Vienna provides optimal infrastructure. Vienna’s public transport 
operator Wiener Linien is responsible for 179 underground, tram and bus lines serving a total 
network of 850 kilometres. On average, around 2.6 million passengers per day use the Wiener 
Linien network.

The underground network consists of five lines. The trains stop at 104 stations along 78.5 km 
of track. All platforms are equipped with electronic information displays that show the waiting 
time in addition to the destination. Vienna’s underground network is well equipped for guests 
with disabilities and special needs. All underground stations and trains are wheelchair-accessible. 
Almost all stations have “guiding strips” for the visually impaired, showing the way to stairs, 
escalators and elevators. On weekdays, the underground trains (U-Bahn) run from about 
5:00 a.m. in the morning to about midnight and at 90 second intervals at peak times. Vienna’s 
underground lines operate 24 hours a day on Friday night, Saturday night and on the nights 
before holidays. 

“Late bus – the Night Line” consisting of 26 night bus lines operates daily from 12:30 a.m. to 
5:00 a.m. in 30-minute intervals. On the weekends, the schedule is adapted to the continuous 
subway operation.

The full public transport network can be accessed for as little as one euro per day with the 
Wiener Linien annual pass. As a recent Eurobarometer survey shows, satisfaction with public 
transport is highest in Vienna among the EU cities reviewed. 
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Citybike
The 1,300 km of cycle paths are used intensively, for instance by “Citybikes” that can be rented 
at 121 public stations. “Citybikes” may be rented out and returned at any of the public rental 
stations in Vienna (with a credit card – Master Card, Visa, JCB – or a bank card issued by an 
Austrian bank).

Accommodation for delegates and experts 
Visitors to Vienna have a choice of more than 33,500 hotel rooms in 439 hotels and pensions 
ranging from five-star superior hotels to budget accommodations. A further 9 hotels with 1,600 
additional hotel rooms are scheduled to open in Vienna by 2018. An estimated peak demand 
by EMA of some 300 hotel rooms per night would constitute 1.5 per cent of the capacity of 
the 4- and 5- star segment. 

Hotel capacities

Category Number of hotels Number of rooms

***** 21 3,939 

**** 164 15,793 

*** 172 9,026 

** / * 82 4,805 

Total 439 33,563
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3 Adequate education facilities for the children of agency staff 

In Vienna there are 350 municipal / public kindergartens (for children up to age 6) and day-care 
centres. Vienna has a capacity of 86,000 childcare places for the age group 0 – 6 years. With 
regard to opening hours and the number of closing days, 98 percent respond to the needs of 
parents in full-time employment. Foreign-language preschools are attached to a number of 
international schools; some regular preschools offer bilingual education.

In addition to 700 state schools – among them 20 bilingual schools – which are free of charge, 
a number of international schools offer international curricula (international baccalaureate) 
and tuition in languages other than German. Some of them focus specifically on technical, 
business-oriented or social science education.

The need for schooling of EMA staff member families is estimated at approximately 530 places 
in the age segment 3 to 18. Nine international schools in Vienna have a total capacity of 6,164, 
of which more than 1,100 are currently available (French: 366, English: 740, Swedish: 16). 
At least two international schools are developing plans to expand their capacity. Brookes 
Educational Group, a Canadian education provider, recently decided to establish a school in 
Vienna by 2019 that will offer an additional 500 places. 

The Archdiocese of Vienna, the largest private provider of education at all age levels, intends to 
open a European School in Vienna by 2018 that will offer an additional 600 places. Admission 
to this school will however not be dependent on any faith-based criteria. Should EMA relocate 
to Vienna, the Archdiocese of Vienna is prepared to enter into a partnership with EMA and 
the European Schools to establish this school as an Accredited European School. 

Vienna offers 18 universities and universities of applied sciences and arts with the widest 
possible range of specialisations, including some courses and master’s programmes in English. 
Three universities offer their services and classes completely in English. Vienna is home to 
190,000 students.

For a list of education facilities, see Annex 3.
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4 Access to the labour market, social security and  
medical care for both children and spouses

Access to labour market
EU and EEA citizens and Swiss nationals benefit from freedom of establishment and freedom 
of movement for workers. Citizens from the European Economic Area (EEA) as well as Swiss 
nationals and their families are free to migrate to any country within the European Union or 
the EEA. Persons from these countries wishing to work therefore have free access to the labour 
market in Austria and do not require any further authorisation to take up employment.

Should EU, EEA and Swiss citizens or their families intend to stay in Austria for more than 
three months, permanent residence needs to be registered with the responsible authorities 
within four months upon arrival in Austria. They may take up residence in Austria for more 
than three months provided they 
 • are employed or self-employed in Austria
 • have adequate means of subsistence to support themselves and their dependents and have 

sufficient health insurance coverage for themselves and their family members
 • attend an Austrian school or recognised education facility as a main purpose of their stay 

and earn a secure living and have sufficient health insurance coverage.

Family members who are themselves EU / EEA citizens or Swiss nationals: family members of 
EU / EEA citizens or Swiss nationals may reside in Austria for more than three months if they are:
 • spouses or registered partners
 • direct descendants of an EU / EEA citizen or Swiss national or his / her spouse or his / her 

registered partner, aged 21 years or younger, or else older, provided they actually receive 
financial support

 • related to the EU / EEA citizen or Swiss national or his / her spouse or his / her registered 
partner in a direct ascending line, provided they actually receive financial support

 • life partners in a proven long-term relationship
 • other relatives of the sponsor having already received financial support from the sponsor 

in their country of origin, or having already lived in the same household with the sponsor 
in their country of origin, or are in need of personal care by the sponsor due to serious 
health conditions.

Family members from third countries: for family members of EU / EEA citizens, Swiss citizens 
or those who have exercised their right to free movement within the EEA or Switzerland who 
themselves are not EU / EEA citizens or Swiss nationals, a residence card will be issued. After 
five years of permanent and legal residence in Austria, a permanent residence card may be 
issued. These so-called third-country family members of EU / EEA citizens or Swiss nationals 
may reside in Austria for more than three months if they are
 • spouses or registered partners
 • family members of EU / EEA citizens or Swiss nationals or their spouses or registered 

partners in a direct descending line (children, grandchildren) until they reach the age of 
21 and beyond, provided they actually receive financial support

 • family members of EU / EEA citizens or Swiss nationals or their spouses or registered part-
ners in a direct ascending line (parents or grandparents), provided they actually receive 
financial support.

Further information can be found at http://www.migration.gv.at/en/ .

http://www.migration.gv.at/en/types-of-immigration/mobility-of-union-citizens-and-their-family-members-within-the-eu.html
http://www.migration.gv.at/en/types-of-immigration/mobility-of-union-citizens-and-their-family-members-within-the-eu.html
http://www.migration.gv.at/en/
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Tailor-made support for spouses and partners of EMA employees
The Vienna branch of Public Employment Service Austria (AMS) will roll out a program 
exclusively focused on spouses and partners of EMA employees. It will include services aimed 
at rapid integration into the Austrian labour market by addressing issues such as: 

 • evaluation and documentation of formal and informal competences
 • recognition of qualifications acquired abroad
 • comprehensive information about the Austrian professional landscape, e.g. wage levels 

or opportunities for promotion
 • professional orientation 
 • individual and group training 

Tapping into AMS’ regular services, additional information workshops tailored to this specific 
target audience’s needs will be offered. Topics will include:

 • the Austrian education system
 • Austrian employment law
 • application documents
 • application training
 • Austrian health system
 • social security

Health care 
In Austria, health care is based on a social insurance model that guarantees equitable access 
to high-quality health services with roughly 8.6 million people, or 99.9 % of the population, 
insured. This is also reflected in the high level of patient satisfaction and the lowest number of 
unmet needs in Europe. Almost all respondents of the Special Eurobarometer 411 in Austria 
(96 %) say that the overall quality of health care is very good. Austria has the second-highest 
number of practising doctors per capita among the European countries.

The system is characterised by unrestricted access to all levels of care and particularly free 
choice of providers – also, of course, for EMA employees and their families. Those covered 
by private sickness insurance or by the Joint Sickness Insurance Scheme of the European 
Communities may claim reimbursement of expenses with their insurer. In contrast to many 
other countries, there is no obligation in Austria to enrol with a specific physician or consult 
a physician prior to accessing specialised treatment in the outpatient or hospital sector. This 
high degree of choice has led to a variety of innovative care models both in the private and the 
public sectors, and enables specialised care models for international citizens (particularly staff 
of the United Nations in Vienna). 

Traditionally there has been a strong emphasis on inpatient care in Austria. There are 278 
hospitals of all kinds with about 65,000 beds provided. With almost 8 beds per 1,000 inhabitants, 
Austria ranks among the leading countries worldwide and ensures that the resources required 
to deliver services to patients in hospitals are available. 

Vienna has a total of 50 hospitals and some 14,800 beds.
 • Of these 50 hospitals, 29 are publicly owned, while 21 are privately owned (both non-

profit, including particularly denominational ownership, and for-profit). 
 • Of the 32 hospitals that offer emergency treatment, 22 are general hospitals and 10 offer 

specialised care (such as paediatric hospitals, orthopaedic facilities and trauma centres).
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 • Privately insured and self-paying patients also receive treatment in all emergency  hospitals. 
They are permitted to freely choose their doctor in all hospitals, and higher standards are 
met with regard to accommodation and meals. 

 • Internationally renowned hospitals include the Vienna General Hospital or the St. Anna 
children’s hospital with the Children’s Cancer Research Institute.

There is also a high number of contracted specialists working in the outpatient sector ensuring 
timely and easily accessible care of the highest quality. 

Medical practitioners in Vienna in the outpatient sector

Medical practitioners 5,120

– General practitioners 1,410

– State-licensed physicians 20

– Specialist physicians 3,690

Dentists 940

Total (incl. dentists) 6,060

It is to be noted that two thirds of doctors in Vienna speak either English or French as a foreign 
language (see Annex 4).

To ensure that the Austrian health care system is optimally prepared for the coming decades, 
a particular priority in health policy is to strengthen primary care. Vienna was the first region 
in Austria to establish a multi-professional primary care unit following international best 
practice and evidence. 

This has enabled the introduction of measures such as the inclusion of vaccines against  
13 pathogens for children and adolescents free of charge in the range of public health care 
services, additional dental services, and the abolishment of deductibles for hospital stays for 
young people. To ensure timely and easily accessible advice for people seeking help regarding 
their health and the health care system, a dedicated telephone service was introduced in 2017 
(“Gesundheitshotline 1450”).

Quality of life
In 2017, Vienna was named the world’s most liveable city for the eighth consecutive time by 
Mercer. Each year the international consultants conduct a quality of life survey in 230 major 
towns and cities worldwide. Criteria include the political, social and economic climate, medical 
services, education, and infrastructure facilities including public transportation, power and water 
utilities. Also taken into consideration are leisure facilities such as restaurants, theatres, cinemas 
and sports facilities, the availability of consumer goods ranging from food to automobiles, and 
environmental factors including green space and air quality. Vienna is also one of the safest 
cities in the world.

Half of the city’s total area is accounted for by gardens, parks, woods and agricultural land. 
Vienna is also the only major capital with a significant winegrowing industry, with 660 hectares 
of vineyards.
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5 Business continuity

ICT support
Business continuity in information and communication systems will be instrumental for EMA. 
While services will have to be contracted from commercial providers (see Annex 5 for a list 
of companies), the chief ICT officers of the Federal Chancellery and of the Federal Ministry 
for Health and Women’s Affairs will provide advice and support to identify viable solutions 
under the given time constraints.

Roland Ledinger
Federal Chancellery
Dept. I/B 1 – Digital and E-government

Manfred Pregartbauer (CIO)
Federal Ministry for Health and Women’s Affairs 
Dept. I/B/9 – Information management

See also Annex 5 for IT providers.

Support by AGES MEA – The Austrian Regulatory Agency  
(Federal Office for Safety in Health Care [BASG])
Should EMA relocate to Austria and be faced with the loss of staff which cannot immediately 
be replaced through recruitment, the Austrian National Competent Authority (AGES-MEA) will 
support EMA within the scope of its responsibilities in order to guarantee business continuity 
of EMA-related activities. The current activities of the BASG are described in Annex 6, and 
the Austrian NCA is prepared to increase its staff members and its capabilities to cope with 
an increased workload.

AGES MEA is responsible for a wide variety of tasks in the licensing of pharmaceuticals, 
clinical testing of medicines and medical devices, pharmacovigilance and vigilance in the field 
of medical devices, as well as in the field of inspection. AGES MEA is already a very strong 
partner to EMA. It plays a key role with regard to rapporteurships in centralised applications for 
marketing authorisations for new medicines. AGES MEA consistently ranks among the leading 
medicines agencies in the EU in terms of providing pharmaceutical companies with valuable 
support in developing new and life-saving medicines via the EU / EMA network. Together with 
the UK, Austria currently ranks first among all EU agencies with regard to scientific advice. 

Extensive know-how is available to serve the needs of all applicants and customers. There 
are significant capacities and, most importantly, a clear dedication to supporting EMA’s work 
in European drug regulation and market approvals in an even more pronounced way in the 
future, as well as to assuming a key role as EMA’s national partner and a leading player in the 
regulatory network. 

Furthermore, Austria plays a significant role as a Reference Member State (RMS) in medicines 
product authorisation and evaluation via the mutual recognition and decentralised authorisa-
tion procedures (MRP / DCP). For many years now, AGES MEA has ranked among the top 10 
agencies in the EU with regard to MRP / DCP procedures. GxP inspection activities are also a 
mainstay of AGES MEA. The Austrian agency already contributes in a very relevant way to 
European inspection activities and is focused on broadening these activities to serve EMA’s 
inspectorate even better in the future.

http://bmg.gv.at/home/Ministerium/Geschaeftseinteilung/Sektion_1/Aufgaben_der_Abteilung_nbsp_B_9_Informationsmanagement
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The Austrian Medicines Agency has around 280 highly specialised and well educated staff. 
AGES MEA operates as an authority of the Republic of Austria, but also possesses a high level 
of agility due to its fundamental private legal structure. As it is self-financed, full flexibility exists 
to adapt the size of the Austrian agency to future European needs and to establish necessary 
collaborations. AGES MEA is able to recruit much faster and more effectively (as regards the 
compensation system, for example) than other Austrian federal services. 

Talent pool
Close to 18,000 graduates leave Austrian universities and universities of applied sciences each 
year in areas relevant for EMA, thus providing an ample and highly skilled talent pool if EMA 
needs to replenish its human resources (see Annex 8).

R&D environment
At 3.14 % of GDP spent on R&D, Austria has one of the highest ratios in the European Union, 
with broad-based promotion and funding of research and an innovation-friendly tax system. 
Companies that undertake R&D are entitled to claim a 12 % research premium (from 2018 
onwards, the premium will be increased to 14 %) paid in cash on in-house research expenditures 
as well as contract research.

Direct funding is granted by three main institutions:

 • The Austrian Research Promotion Agency (FFG) promotes R&D by companies along the 
entire innovation chain via research grants. https://www.ffg.at/en

 • The Austrian Science Fund (FWF) is the country’s central body for the promotion of basic 
research. https://www.fwf.ac.at/en

 • Austria Wirtschaftsservice GmbH (AWS) is the funding bank for corporate business 
development. http://awsg.at/Content.Node/en/index.en.php

Vienna has a very strong focus on R&D. This is also reflected in 190,000 students enrolled 
in a multitude of study programs ranging from European law and international management 
to the life sciences, engineering, translation studies and computer science. In Vienna, five 
universities, two universities of applied sciences and eleven non-university research institutes 
employ 12,000 staff in the life sciences field. Vienna’s Business Agency offers financial support 
for entrepreneurial R&D projects. Should EMA move its offices to Vienna, the City of Vienna 
has announced that it will provide an additional three to five million euros in financial support 
to companies and research institutes in the life sciences. 

A multitude of publications per year (4,816 in 2014) in peer-reviewed journals is evidence of the 
high-quality research performed in Vienna. Grants awarded by the European Research Council 
are another indicator of excellence: through 2017, Austrian-based researchers succeeded in 
attracting the remarkable number of 74 ERC grants in the life sciences.

With its 27 clinical departments, 5,500 staff members and 8,000 students, the Medical University 
of Vienna is a highly recognised partner for conducting all stages of clinical trials in almost any 
indication. A clinical trials coordination centre provides support and services to internal and 
external partners and stands for professional management of clinical studies. The campus is 
complemented by the Center for Molecular Medicine (CeMM), an outstanding translational 
research institute of the Austrian Academy of Sciences.

https://www.ffg.at/en
https://www.fwf.ac.at/en/
http://awsg.at/Content.Node/en/index.en.php
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Since 1988, the Vienna Biocenter has developed into one of the most outstanding and prominent 
life sciences clusters not only in Austria but also in Central Europe. Besides the Institute of 
Molecular Pathology (IMP) the campus currently hosts three basic research institutes (the 
Institute of Molecular Biotechnology – IMBA – and the Gregor Mendel Institute of Molecular 
Plant Biology – GMI – both of them associated with the Austrian Academy of Sciences, and 
the Max F. Perutz Laboratories, a joint research centre of the University of Vienna and the 
Medical University of Vienna), the Vienna Biocenter Core Facilities (VBCF) providing state-of-
the-art scientific infrastructure, 16 companies, one university of applied sciences, one science 
communication association, a public relations agency and a business incubator.

Around 1,400 scientists and 700 students from more than 40 nations are currently working and 
studying at the Vienna Biocenter, together forming one of the leading international biomedical 
research centres worldwide.

The Faculty of Life Sciences of the University of Vienna is characterized by a wide variety 
of disciplines in the environmental sciences as well as pharmaceuticals and nutrition. The 
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences focuses mainly on agricultural and applied 
biotechnology, microbiology, food science, applied genetics and chemistry. The University of 
Veterinary Medicine Vienna is the oldest such institution in German-speaking Europe and has 
special expertise in food and vector-borne diseases. The Institute of Science and Technology 
Austria (IST Austria), the Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT), institutes of the Ludwig 
Boltzmann Gesellschaft as well as Christian Doppler Laboratories are additional institutions 
with a focus on life sciences or medical research.

Biotech and pharmaceutical industry
Thanks to its strategic location, most of the world’s top-ranked pharmaceutical companies 
according to sales maintain a strategic presence in Vienna. While many companies have set up 
regional headquarters to serve the Central and Eastern European market, some global players 
carry out research and development or manufacturing in Austria. This includes companies like 
Boehringer Ingelheim, Novartis, Octapharma, Pfizer or Shire. 

In 2014, 216 biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies were active in Vienna, employing 
13,950 people and generating 6.7 billion euros in revenue. Vienna is Austria’s driving force for 
the biotech and pharmaceutical industry: 64 % of all Austrian firms in this sector are located 
here. In 2014, 91 pharmaceutical sales offices had some 4,750 employees and a turnover of 
4.7 billion euros. This underscores the strategic importance the Austrian capital plays in this 
business within Europe.

Austria has become a top location for drug development. In 2015, more than 300 clinical 
trials, most of them in oncology, were applied for in Austria, compared with 4,400 in the 
EU / EEA overall. Around 70 % of clinical trials in Austria are carried out by the pharmaceutical 
industry (industry-sponsored), while 30 % are implemented by academic researchers (academic-
sponsored). About half of the clinical trials applied for in Austria are Phase III studies. Some 
6,000 patients have participated in industry-sponsored trials, including about 1,500 in oncology.

Housing in Vienna 
An essential aspect of the high quality of life in Vienna is its well established and versatile offering 
of housing space. Extensive residential areas of upmarket cottages and detached houses on the 
outskirts – close to the Vienna Woods but still within a short tram ride of the city centre – are 
popular with the diplomatic community. Those who prefer urban areas are typically drawn 
to the bustling quarters bordering Vienna’s first district and their range of gastronomic and 
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cultural attractions, as well as their historic building structure. Yet newcomers to the city can 
of course also find any other type of housing, ranging from the glamorous to the edgy.

Besides the Vienna Woods, which form part of what is the only UNESCO-recognised biosphere 
reserve directly bordering a major metropolis worldwide, Vienna features several other large 
recreational areas. These include the Danube Island, the public park “Prater” and the Lobau 
National Park. 

International benchmarks typically place rents in Vienna at about one quarter to one third below 
the level of other major European cities. Average net prices for rented apartments comprise 
around 10 to 13 euros per square meter in urban and residential areas. 

It is to be noted that sizes of premises are always given by square meter, defined as a net square 
meter of usable floor not including any shafts, wall widths, public corridors and common 
areas; the leased surface in square meters is also the basis for calculating running costs to be 
borne by the lessee.

Serviced apartments
As a hub for both international organisations and international company headquarters, the 
housing market in Vienna also provides options for those staying in Vienna for only a short 
duration or a transitional period. Small but fully furnished & equipped serviced apartments 
with all amenities for an all-inclusive package price can be found in different sizes and price 
ranges all over the city centre. An overview list of such properties features 53 providers. 

6 Geographical spread

While eu-LISA runs an exclusively technical facility in Austria, by now there is only one  
EU agency whose main headquarters is based in Austria: the FRA.

 • The European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) has its seat in Vienna 
(104 staff). 

 • The European Agency for the operational management of large-scale IT systems in the 
area of freedom, security and justice (eu-LISA), seated in Tallinn, maintains a back-up 
facility in Sankt Johann im Pongau in the Austrian state of Salzburg (no permanent staff 
on site).

http://fra.europa.eu/en
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Section II: General rules

Ad 1) 

Austria is submitting candidatures for both agencies, EBA and EMA; in both cases Vienna is 
the future seat.

Ad 3) 

Austria is committed to signing a headquarters agreement with EMA. Provided negotiations 
start without delay after the relocation decision is taken, its entry into force may be expected 
prior to the operationalization of EMA.
In any case, Protocol (No. 7) on the Privileges and Immunities of the European Union (OJ C 326, 
October 26, 2012, p. 266) and the Modalities of Application of the Protocol on the Privileges 
and Immunities of the European Communities between the Austrian Federal Government and 
the Commission of the European Communities, signed in Brussels on January 20, 2000, would 
be applicable to EMA and its staff members. These instruments grant, inter alia, exemption 
from direct taxes and inviolability of the seat of EMA, functional immunity and privileges 
for its staff including exemption from income tax on pensions paid by the EU and exemption 
from indirect taxes (value-added tax and excise tax) for goods and services for invoice amounts 
exceeding 73 euros.

Ad 5) 

Reference is made to the booklet in which the Austrian Government presents its offer for EMA:
http://sys.mailworx.info/Media/54b84ccc-b678-421b-bbb0-2569ab149efd/ema_26-4-17_web.pdf

 

http://sys.mailworx.info/Media/54b84ccc-b678-421b-bbb0-2569ab149efd/ema_26-4-17_web.pdf
http://sys.mailworx.info/Media/54b84ccc-b678-421b-bbb0-2569ab149efd/ema_26-4-17_web.pdf
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Section III: Specific issues

Ad a) The Member State’s plan for when and how the relocation  
should take place and how this plan would ensure that the Agency  
remains operational

 • The Austrian government will set up a task force to steer and accompany the relocation 
process and to serve as a single point of contact to EMA. The Austrian government 
understands the relocation as a joint endeavour with shared responsibility which must 
result in success. The task force will comprise representatives of all involved government 
and City of Vienna authorities as well as relevant stakeholders and contract partners. 
EMA will be invited to participate in this task force to the greatest possible extent. The 
task force will immediately convene upon the decision regarding EMA’s future seat and 
will address the following issues (among others):

 – building
 – IT
 – headquarters agreement
 – other legal matters
 – liaison with authorities
 – expat staff services 

 • The Expat Center Vienna is the first contact point for all needs and questions an  expatriate 
might have about living and working in Vienna. Staffed by a multilingual team of experts, 
the centre will provide information and guidance on a broad range of topics to EMA 
and its staff. The team at the Expat Center provides cost-free, independent and unbiased 
advice and personal consulting on housing, education, leisure activities and the right 
networks to connect to in the city and its people.

 • Information and service office in London: The Vienna Business Agency will open an 
information office for EMA staff in London, ideally on-site in the current EMA-building 
or as close to it as possible. Depending on the exact time frame, this office will become 
operational between 6 to 12 months prior to the relocation of the majority of the staff 
members. Experienced consultants of the Expat Center Vienna will provide the same high 
standard of services as in Vienna.

 • Additional on-site support in Vienna: Once EMA staff members and their families arrive 
in Vienna, Expat Center Vienna will open a temporary consulting facility exclusively for 
them on the site of the new location of EMA in Vienna or close to it. This will provide a 
comfortable to-go-to place for all new arrivals, where they can ask any questions about 
their settling-in process and about getting adapted to their new lives in the host city.  
It can potentially also serve as a location for welcoming seminars for small groups as well 
as other smaller socializing events. 

 • Emazingvienna.at – an interactive platform for EMA’s move: The Vienna Business Agency 
has already set up an information website: emazingvienna.at. In the event of a decision in 
favour of Vienna as the new host city, this website will be transformed into an interactive 
platform to serve as a focused communication hub for all aspects of the move. It will 

https://viennabusinessagency.at/international/emazing-vienna/ema-in-vienna/
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feature articles about different topics related to Vienna and the upcoming move, provide 
information material, a contact database for all types of required providers and a tool to 
ask individual questions and solicit tailored assistance.

 • Information handbook & online resource for delegates and visitors to EMA: While 
delegates and visitors to EMA are certainly familiar with London, Vienna might be 
unknown ground for some of them. Vienna boasts a wealth of experience as a host city 
of inter national and large-scale conventions. This expertise will be made available to 
those visiting EMA. In cooperation with the Vienna Convention Bureau, a custom-made, 
multilingual handbook (printed and online) for visitors to EMA will provide useful infor-
mation and thus ensure an efficient stay in Vienna.

Ad b) The premises that would be offered to be rented or put  
at the disposal of the Agency and how these premises would meet  
the specific needs of the Agency as indicated in the factsheet

See Section I 1) and Annex 1.

Ad c) The financial terms for the Agency’s use of these premises, 
specifying in particular if the Member State would pay the rent for  
a given period of time or indefinitely

The Austrian government will rent the premises from the real estate owner and let them to 
EMA. The net rent charged to EMA will be in the symbolic amount of one euro per year over 
a period of 25 years.

Should EMA decide to establish its own company kindergarten, substantial financial  support 
would be offered by the City of Vienna. Should EMA, for instance, assign a non-profit provider 
organisation to operate the kindergarten, public assistance from 391 euros (children aged 
3.5 – 6 years) up to 575 euros (0 – 3.5 years) per month and child would be granted. 

Ad d) The terms concerning maintenance of the building including 
upgrading and future extensions if needed

Structural maintenance of a building falls within the responsibility of its owner. Furnishing, office 
and conference equipment as well as upgrading of the interior will be at the expense of EMA.
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Ad e) Any special conditions offered with regard to all costs and 
dedicated infrastructures

Running costs, such as general administration of the building, garbage, sewage, servicing of 
technical installations, tap water, cleaning and sidewalks, fire insurance and other costs, are 
to be borne by EMA. Utilities such as gas and electricity, telephone and other IT services are 
to be contracted by EMA from commercial providers.

Ad f) Any benefits that would be granted to the Agency and / or its staff  
in addition to those following from Protocol No 7 on the privileges and 
immunities of the European Union

Once the decision on the future seat of EMA is taken, associated provisions on seat questions, 
privileges and immunities would be negotiated in a separate headquarters agreement. For 
example, the Headquarters Agreement between the Republic of Austria and the European Union 
Agency for Fundamental Rights, Austrian Federal Law Gazette III No. 10 / 2011, provides for 
the freedom to acquire immovable property under the same conditions as Austrian  nationals, 
the right to import one motor vehicle every four years for personal use free of duty, the right 
to participate in any branch of the social insurance system (health, accident and pension 
insurance) and unemployment insurance systems, as well as access to the UN Commissary for 
staff and diplomatic privileges and immunities for senior staff members, among others aspects.
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Annex 1: The premises
See separate document “Annex 1 premises”

Annex 2: Flight connections  
from / to Vienna Airport

1 EU capitals

Destination Flight connections Frequency Airline

Amsterdam daily 61 x per week KLM, Austrian, Easyjet

Athens daily 18 x per week Austrian, Aegean

Berlin daily 85 x per week Austrian, Air Berlin, Easyjet

Bratislava no flight connections due to 
geographical proximity, daily 
train and ship connections

  Eurolines, Flixbus, ÖBB, Twin City Liner 

Brussels daily 50 x per week Austrian, Brussels Airlines

Bucharest daily 45 x per week Austrian, Tarom

Budapest daily 21 x per week Austrian

Copenhagen daily 32 x per week Austrian, SAS

Dublin daily 7 x per week Aer Lingus

Helsinki daily 14 x per week Finnair

Lisbon daily 14 x per week TAP Portugal

Ljubljana daily 14 x per week Adria Airways

London daily 89 x per week Austrian, British Airways, Easyjet, Eurowings, Flybe

Luxembourg daily 20 x per week Luxair

Madrid daily 21 x per week Iberia, Eurowings

Nicosia (Larnaca) daily 11 x per week Austrian, Air Berlin

Paris daily 57 x per week Austrian, Air France, Vueling, Transavia France

Prague daily 34 x per week Austrian, CSA, Tunisair

Riga daily 12 x per week Air Baltic

Rome daily 21 x per week Eurowings, Vueling

Sofia daily 34 x per week Austrian, Bulgaria Air

Stockholm daily 27 x per week Austrian

Tallinn daily except Saturday 9 x per week Lot Polish Airlines, Air Baltic

Valletta daily 11 x per week Eurowings, Air Malta

Vilnius daily 7 x per week Austrian

Warsaw daily 35 x per week Austrian, Lot Polish Airlines

Zagreb daily 31 x per week Austrian, Croatia Airlines
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2 Other European capitals

Destination Flight connections Frequency Airline

Ankara Mon, Wed, Thu, Sat, Sun 11 x per week Austrian, Pegasus Airlines, Turkish Air, Sunexpress

Belgrade Daily 33 x per week Austrian, Air Serbia

Bern Mon, Thu, Fri, Sun 4 x per week Skywork Airline

Chisinau daily 13 x per week Austrian, Air Moldova

Kiev daily 27 x per week Austrian, Ukraine International Airlines

Malta daily 11 x per week Eurowings, Air Malta

Minsk daily 14 x per week Austrian

Moscow daily 49 x per week Austrian, S7 Airlines, Aeroflot

Oslo daily 17 x per week Austrian, Norwegian

Podgorica daily 12 x per week Austrian, Montenegro Airlines

Pristina daily 12 x per week Austrian

Reykjavik Tue, Fri, Sun 4 x per week Austrian, Niki

Sarajevo daily 14 x per week Austrian

Skopje daily 13 x per week Austrian

Tbilisi Thu, Sun 2 x per week Georgian Airways

Tirana daily 14 x per week Austrian

Yerevan daily 7 x per week Austrian

3 Other European cities

Destination Flight connections Frequency Airline

Altenrhein daily except Saturday 23 x per week People’s Viennaline

Barcelona daily 24 x per week Eurowings, Vueling, Air China

Basel daily 12 x per week Austrian

Birmingham daily except Saturday 6 x per week Eurowings

Bologna daily 19 x per week Austrian

Bordeaux Mon, Fri 2 x per week ASL Airlines France

Bristol Mon, Fri 2 x per week Easyjet

Cologne daily 32 x per week Austrian, Germanwings, Eurowings

Dnipropetrovsk daily 8 x per week Austrian

Dubrovnik daily 10 x per week Austrian

Düsseldorf daily 82 x per week Austrian, Air Berlin, Germanwings, Eurowings
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Edinburgh Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri, Sat 5 x per week Easyjet, Jet2.Com

Florence daily 7 x per week Austrian

Frankfurt daily 90 x per week Austrian, Lufthansa

Geneva daily 33 x per week Austrian, Easyjet Switzerland

Gothenburg Mon, Wed, Fri 3 x per week Austrian

Graz daily 27 x per week Austrian

Hamburg daily 46 x per week Austrian, Germanwings, Eurowings

Hannover daily 18 x per week Germanwings, Eurowings

Iasi daily 7 x per week Austrian

Innsbruck daily 31 x per week Austrian

Istanbul daily 48 x per week Turkish Airlines, Pegasus

Kaunas daily 7 x per week Austrian

Kiev daily 27 x per week Austrian, Ukraine International

Kosice daily 12 x per week Austrian

Krakow daily 14 x per week Austrian

Krasnodar daily 7 x per week Austrian

Larnaca daily 16 x per week Austrian, Niki

Leipzig daily except Saturday 11 x per week Austrian

Lviv daily 10 x per week Austrian

Lyon daily 15 x per week Austrian, Easyjet

Manchester daily 10 x per week Austrian, Easyjet

Milan daily 37 x per week Austrian

Munich daily 56 x per week Austrian, Lufthansa

Naples daily 13 x per week Austrian, Easyjet

Nice daily 26 x per week Austrian, Eurowings

Nuremberg daily except Saturday 11 x per week Eurowings

Odessa daily 10 x per week Austrian

Rotterdam daily except Saturday 7 x per week Transavia Airlines

Salzburg daily 23 x per week Austrian, Niki

Sibiu daily 7 x per week Austrian

Split daily 11 x per week Austrian, Croatia Airlines

St. Petersburg daily 14 x per week Austrian, Rossiya Russian Airlines

Stuttgart daily 47 x per week Austrian, Germanwings, Eurowings

Varna daily 7 x per week Austrian

Venice daily 21 x per week Austrian

Zurich daily 77 x per week Austrian, Swiss
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4 Intercontinental destinations

Destination Flight connections Frequency Airline

Addis Ababa Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat 4 x per week Ethiopian Airlines

Algiers Wed, Sat 2 x per week Air Algerie

Amman daily 12 x per week Austrian, Royal Jordanian

Bangkok daily 12 x per week Austrian, Eva Air

Beijing daily except Tuesday 9 x per week Austrian, Air China

Cairo daily 19 x per week Austrian, Egyptair

Chicago daily 7 x per week Austrian

Delhi Wed, Fri, Sun 3 x per week Air India

Doha daily 12 x per week Qatar Airways

Dubai daily 14 x per week Emirates

Erbil daily 7 x per week Austrian

Hong Kong daily except Friday 6 x per week Austrian

Isfahan Mon, Wed, Fri, Sun 8 x per week Austrian

Kuwait Tue, Thu, Sun 3 x per week Kuwait Airways

Los Angeles daily except Sunday 6 x per week Austrian

Marrakech Wed, Sat, Sun 3x per week Austrian

Miami Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat, Sun 5 x per week Austrian

New York daily except Wednesday 7 x per week Austrian

Newark daily 7 x per week Austrian

Seoul daily except Tuesday 6 x per week Korean Air

Shanghai daily 7 x per week Austrian

Shiraz Mon, Wed, Fri, Sun 4 x per week Austrian

Taipei daily except Monday 8 x per week China Airlines, Eva Air

Teheran daily 15 x per week Austrian, Iran Air

Tel Aviv daily 28 x per week Austrian, El Al

Toronto daily except Wednesday 6 x per week Austrian

Tunis Tue, Thu, Sun 5 x per week Tunisair

Washington daily 7 x per week Austrian
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Airport – City connections

Station in Vienna Commuting time Frequency

CAT – City Airport Train Wien Mitte (city centre) 16 minutes every 30 minutes

Railjet Hauptbahnhof  
(Vienna Main Station)

15 minutes every 30 minutes

S-Bahn – Urban City Train Wien Mitte (city centre) 25 minutes every 30 minutes

Praterstern 27 minutes every 30 minutes

Vienna Airport Lines (VAL)

VAL1 Westbahnhof via Bellaria-
strasse (city centre) 

50 minutes every 30 minutes

VAL2 Morzinplatz / Schwedenplatz 
(city centre)

22 minutes every 30 minutes

VAL3 Kaisermühlen-Kagran 
(Vienna International 
Centre) 

20 minutes every 60 minutes
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Annex 3: Education 

Bilingual day care centres & kindergartens

The Children’s House – 
Vienna Montessori Kindergarten

www.montessori-vienna.at

Privatkindergarten Schmetterling www.schmetterling.at 

Arche Noah www.archenoah.vienna.at 

Kinderoase Weimar www.kinderoase-weimar.at 

United children www.unitedchildren.at 

English language day centres & kindergartens

American International School www.ais.at 

Danube International School www.danubeschool.com 

International Montessori preschool www.montessori-preschool-vienna.com 

International Private Children House www.privat-kindergarten.com 

Vienna English Preschool www.viennaenglishpreschool.com 

Vienna International School www.vis.ac.at 

International schools

VIS – Vienna International School www.vis.ac.at 

AIS – American International School www.ais.at 

DIS – Danube International School www.danubeschool.com 

Amadeus International School of Vienna www.amadeus-vienna.com 

International Christian School of Vienna www.icsv.at 

Vienna Elementary School www.ves.at 

Mayflower Christian Academy (MCA) www.mayflower-christian-academy.at 

Lycée Francais de Vienne www.lyceefrancais.at 

Swedish School of Vienna www.svenskaskolan.at 

Further schools of interest

Grammar School Komensky  
(bilingual Czech / German)

www.orgkomensky.at 

First private Polish school in Austria www.uczymypolskiego.at 

http://www.montessori-vienna.at
http://www.schmetterling.at
http://www.archenoah.vienna.at
http://www.kinderoase-weimar.at
http://www.unitedchildren.at
http://www.ais.at
http://www.danubeschool.com
http://www.montessori-preschool-vienna.com
http://www.privat-kindergarten.com
http://www.viennaenglishpreschool.com
http://www.vis.ac.at
http://www.vis.ac.at
http://www.ais.at
http://www.danubeschool.com
http://www.amadeus-vienna.com
http://www.icsv.at
http://www.ves.at
http://www.mayflower-christian-academy.at
http://www.lyceefrancais.at
http://www.svenskaskolan.at
http://www.orgkomensky.at
http://www.uczymypolskiego.at
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Public universities

Vienna University www.univie.ac.at 

Technical University of Vienna www.tuwien.ac.at 

University of Economics and Business www.wu.ac.at 

Medical University of Vienna www.meduniwien.ac.at 

University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna www.vetmeduni.ac.at 

University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences www.boku.ac.at 

University of Music and Performing Arts Vienna www.mdw.ac.at 

University of Applied Arts www.dieangewandte.at 

Academy of Fine Arts Vienna www.akbild.ac.at 

Universities of applied sciences and private universities

Fachhochschule des bfi Wien www.fh-vie.ac.at 

Fachhochschule Campus Wien www.fh-campuswien.ac.at 

Fachhochschule Technikum Wien www.technikum-wien.at 

Fachhochschule der WKW www.fh-wien.ac.at 

Sigmund Freud University Vienna www.sfu.ac.at 

Music and Arts University of the city of Vienna www.muk.ac.at 

Private English-speaking universities and English-speaking university of applied sciences

Webster University www.webster.ac.at 

Modul University www.modul.ac.at 

Lauder Business School www.lbs.ac.at 

Availability of schools

EMA-dependent children by age category / education level

Total 648 

Age group

0 – 3 117 Pre-Kindergarten

3 – 5 96 Pre-school / Kindergarten

5 – 11 231 Primary

11 – 18 149 Secondary

+18 55 Third level / university

http://www.univie.ac.at
http://www.tuwien.ac.at
http://www.wu.ac.at
http://www.meduniwien.ac.at
http://www.vetmeduni.ac.at
http://www.boku.ac.at
http://www.mdw.ac.at
http://www.dieangewandte.at
http://www.akbild.ac.at
http://www.fh-vie.ac.at
http://www.fh-campuswien.ac.at
http://www.technikum-wien.at
http://www.fh-wien.ac.at
http://www.sfu.ac.at
http://www.muk.ac.at
http://www.webster.ac.at
http://www.modul.ac.at
http://www.lbs.ac.at
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Capacity and availability in Vienna’s international schools (2017 / 2018)

Capacity Registered Available

VIS – Vienna  
International School

1,615 1,439 176 16 Pre-Kinder
8 Kinder
48 Primary
104 Secondary

AIS – American  
International School

846 16 Pre-Kinder
36 Kinder
228 Primary
566 Secondary

776 7 Pre-Kinder
33 Kinder
209 Primary
527 Secondary

70 9 Pre-Kinder
3 Kinder
19 Primary
39 Secondary

DIS – Danube  
International School 

821 471 350 15 Pre-Kinder
38 Kinder
122 Primary 
175 Secondary

Lycée Francais  
de Vienne

1,830 1,464 366

Amadeus International 
School of Vienna 

570 476 94 14 Pre-Kinder
26 Primary
54 Secondary

International Christian 
School

280 240 40

Vienna Elementary 
School

146 146

Swedish School /  
Svenska Skolan

56 40 16

Total 6,164 5,052 1,112
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Annex 4: Language skills of medical 
doctors in Vienna 

Foreign language by doctors in Vienna Number

English 3.136
French 943
Italian 448
Spanish 331
Russian 229
Hungarian 174
Croatian 147
Turkish 107
Polish 95
Persian 92
Serbian 88
Arabic 75
Serbo-Croatian 67
Bosnian 59
Czech 45
Romanian 44
Greek 32
Slovak 30
Bulgarian 26
Farsi 26
Portuguese 19
Swedish 18
Dutch 15
Chinese 13
Kurdish 13
Armenian 12
Hebrew 11
Albanian 10
Danish 9
Slovenian 8
Japanese 7
Norwegian 7
Ukrainian 6
Korean 5
Hindi 4
Indian 2
Georgian 1
Urdu 1
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Annex 5: Data centres in Vienna 

Interxion Österreich
Louis-Häfliger-Gasse 10 
Objekt 50 
A-1210 Vienna, Austria 
Web: http://www.interxion.com/Locations/vienna/ 

e-shelter Austria GmbH
Computerstrasse 4 
A-1100 Vienna, Austria 
Web: https://www.e-shelter.de/de/location/datacenter-wien 

Raiffeisen Informatik GmbH
Lilienbrunngasse 7 – 9 
A-1020 Vienna, Austria  
Web: https://www.raiffeiseninformatik.at/data-center/ 

Vienna Internet Exchange (VIX)
University of Vienna
Zentraler Informatikdienst 
ACOnet / VIX 
Universitätsstrasse 7 
A-1010 Vienna, Austria 
Web: https://www.vix.at/vixhome.html 

Microsoft Österreich GmbH
Am Euro Platz 3  
A-1120 Vienna, Austria  
Web: https://www.microsoft.com/de-at/ 

Huemer Data Center Ges.m.b.H.
Saturn Tower, 12. Stock 
Leonard-Bernstein-Strasse 10  
A-1220 Vienna, Austria  
Web: https://www.huemer-dc.com/ 

DATASIX Rechenzentrumsbetriebs GmbH
Hofmühlgasse 3 – 5 
A-1060 Vienna, Austria  
Web: http://www.datasix.at/de/ 

Axians ICT Austria
Guglgasse 15 
A-1110 Vienna, Austria 
Web: https://www.axians.at 

http://www.interxion.com/Locations/vienna/
https://www.e-shelter.de/de/location/datacenter-wien
https://www.raiffeiseninformatik.at/data-center/
https://www.vix.at/vixhome.html
https://www.microsoft.com/de-at/
https://www.huemer-dc.com/
http://www.datasix.at/de/
https://www.axians.at
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Next layer
Telekommunikationsdienstleistungs- und Beratungs GmbH 
Mariahilfer Gürtel 37/7 
A-1150 Vienna, Austria 
Web: http://www.nextlayer.at/de/leistungen/datacenter/

Nessus GmbH
Fernkorngasse 10/3/501 
A-1100 Vienna, Austria 
Web: https://www.nessus.at/rechenzentrum/ 

Bundesrechenzentrum GmbH
Hintere Zollamtsstrasse 4 
A-1030 Vienna, Austria 
Web: https://www.brz.gv.at/ 

T-Systems Austria GesmbH
Rennweg 97 – 99 
A-1030 Vienna, Austria 
Web: https://www.t-systems.com/at/de

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Österreich
Siemensstrasse 90 
A-1210 Vienna, Austria 
Web: https://www.siemens.com/at/de/home.html 

Kapsch BusinessCom AG
Wienerbergstrasse 53 
A-1120 Vienna, Austria 
Web: http://www.kapsch.net/kbc 

WienIT EDV Dienstleistungsgesellschaft mbH & Co KG
Thomas-Klestil-Platz 6  
A-1030 Vienna, Austria 
Web: http://www.wienit.at 

http://www.nextlayer.at/de/leistungen/datacenter/
https://www.nessus.at/rechenzentrum/
https://www.brz.gv.at
https://www.t-systems.com/at/de
https://www.siemens.com/at/de/home.html
http://www.kapsch.net/kbc
http://www.wienit.at
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Annex 6: BASG facts
See separate document “Annex 6 BASG facts”

Annex 7: Links

#emazingvienna – Start at the heart of Europe!
https://viennabusinessagency.at/international/emazing-vienna/ema-in-vienna/

Feature video 
https://viennabusinessagency.at/international/emazing-vienna/ema-in-vienna/

Bid booklet 
http://sys.mailworx.info/Media/54b84ccc-b678-421b-bbb0-2569ab149efd/ema_26-4-17_web.pdf

https://viennabusinessagency.at/international/emazing-vienna/ema-in-vienna/
https://viennabusinessagency.at/international/emazing-vienna/ema-in-vienna/
http://sys.mailworx.info/Media/54b84ccc-b678-421b-bbb0-2569ab149efd/ema_26-4-17_web.pdf
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Annex 8: University graduates  
in areas relevant for EMA
Graduates at public universities by selected ISCED fields*

ISCED fields Academic year

2015 / 16 2014 / 15 2013 / 14

Economics 1,307 1,283 1,174

Business and administration (broad programmes) 2,318 2,148 1,933

Marketing and advertising 31 38 26

Finance, banking, insurance 118 110 81

Accounting and taxation 145 100 103

Management and administration 1,456 1,278 1,127

Law, broad 2,109 2,014 2,000

Biology and biochemistry 1,653 1,569 1,790

Chemistry 315 264 278

Veterinary 158 118 152

Medicine 1,200 1,176 1,238

Dental studies 115 102 106

Pharmacy 278 252 279

Total 11,203 10,452 10,287

Graduates at universities of applied sciences by selected ISCED fields**

ISCED fields Academic year

2015 / 16 2014 / 15 2013 / 14

Business and administration (broad programmes) 817 845 810

Wholesale and retail sales 9    

Marketing and advertising 712 650 642

Finance, banking, insurance 166 135 122

Accounting and taxation 314 307 261

Management and administration 3,818 3,575 3,738

Biology and biochemistry 139 135 137

Computer science 227 238 160

Engineering and engineering trades (broad programmes) 34 28 32

Chemical and process 244 256 188

Food processing 42 14 9

Medical diagnostic and treatment technology 217 228 193

Total 6,739 6,411 6,292

*  Source: Federal Ministry 
of Science, Research and 
Economy, department IV/9

**  Source: AQ Austria
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Annex 9: Project plan
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Austria Campus

Erdberger Lände – ViE 26/VIE

HoHo – Seestadt Aspern
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AUSTRIA CAMPUS 1020 VIENNA, WALCHERSTRASSE

Key Facts

Total area: approx. 303,000 m² GFA
EMA: Campus 3: up to 30,000 m² 
+ private conference center

Floor area: Campus 3: approx. 1,360 – 5,180 m²

Net rent (10 years): 15.50-16.50 EUR/m² (mixed price)

Parking slots: 130 vehicle and 30 motorcycle parking places

Available: from Q3/Q4 2018 (building completed Q3/Q4 2018)

Building equipment

Ventilation: Ventilation system, windows openable

Cooling: Building activation

Cabeling: Raised floor

Lighting: Suspended lamps

Security:

Floor plans:

not specified

flexible layout planning possible

Location

• underground station Praterstern (U1 and U2) 
• train station with direct connection to the Vienna Airport
• excellent connection to motorways (A22, A23 and A4)
• Airport connection: public: 25 min; individual: 20 min
• Hotel with direct connection to conference center

Owner: AOC Fünf Immobilien GmbH & Co OG
AOC Sechs Immobilien GmbH & Co OG
AOC Sieben Immobilien GmbH & Co OG
AOC Acht Immobilien GmbH & Co OG
AOC Neununddreißig Immobilien GmbH & Co OG

Provider: SIGNA Real Estate Management GmbH
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AUSTRIA CAMPUS – CONFERENCE CENTER
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AUSTRIA CAMPUS – CONFERENCE CENTER
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ERDBERGER LÄNDE 26 
1030 VIENNA, ERDBERGER LÄNDE 26

Key Facts

Total area: approx. 52,000 m² GFA
EMA: approx. 26,600 m² incl. private conference center

Floor area: not specified

Net rent (10 years): 12,96 EUR/m² (excl. fit-out)

Parking slots: 1,450 vehicle parking places in the parking garage on the 
compound

Available: from Q1 2018 (building completed)

Building equipment

Ventilation: Ventilation system

Cooling: Aircondition trough ventilation

Cabeling: Raised floor

Lighting: Floor lamps

Security: not specified

Floor plans: flexible layout planning possible

Location

• underground station Kardinal-Nagel-Platz (U3)
• good connection to motorways (A22, A23 and A4)
• Airport connection: public: 35-40 min; individual: 13 min
• Urban location with several hotel options in the surrounding

Owner: CA Immo

Provider: ÖRAG, 3 BMM bzw. 3% +20 USt. Broker fee
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ERDBERGER LÄNDE 26 – CONFERENCE CENTER
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HOHO - SEEPARKCAMPUS OST 1220 VIENNA, SEESTADT ASPERN

Key Facts

Total area: HoHo: approx. 19,500 m²
Seeparkcampus Ost: approx. 7,500 m² 
Total approx. 27,000 m² 

Floor area: HoHo: 450 m² - 900 m²
Seeparkcampus Ost: 400 m² - 600 m²

Net rent (10 years): 11.50 – 16.50 EUR/m²

Parking slots: 450 vehicle parking places in the parking garage on the 
compound

Available: From Q1/2019 (building completed Q1/2019)

Building equipment

Ventilation: Ventilation system

Cooling: Air condition

Cabeling: not specified

Lighting: Free-standing lamps

Security: not specified

Floor plans: flexible layout planning possible

Location

• underground station Seestadt Aspern (U2)
• connection to motorway (A23)
• Airport connection: public: 45-60 min; individual: 30-35 min
• Two hotels planned next to HoHo

Owner: HoHo Wien Entwicklung Baufeld Delta 
GmbH
Seeparkcampus Ost Entwicklung Baufeld 
Beta GmbH

Provider: cetus Baudevelopment GmbH
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Federal Office for Safety in Health Care

FACTS
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The Federal Office for Safety in Health 
Care (BASG) and the Austrian Medicines 
and Medical Devices Agency  (AGES 
MEA) were both set up in January 2006. 
The BASG is directly subordinated to 
the Austrian Federal Ministry of Health 
and Women (BMGF), carrying out 
sovereign tasks, including authorisation 
and control of medicinal products and 
vigilance of devices. 

BASG consists of three members 
appointed by the Federal Minister of 
Health, one member from BMG and 
from AGES MEA each. The third member 
is the head of the AGES MEA.  

AGES MEA is therefore closely linked 
to the BASG, constituting two of 
its members, providing BASG with 

BASG / AGES MEA

necessary resources, staff and infra-
structure. When carrying out sovereign 
activities, the employees of AGES MEA 
are acting on behalf of BASG.

Responsibilities of AGES MEA include 
providing Scientific Advice, inspecting 
according to GMP, GLP and GCP, 
assessing dossiers for new marketing 
authorisations of medicinal products, 
as well as European surveillance of 
medicinal products and medical devices 
already marketed, in terms of efficacy 
and possible side effects, i.e. pharma-
covigilance, and all processes related 
to Lifecycle-Management. AGES MEA is 
also monitoring blood-and tissue-vigi-
lance issues. 

Federal Office for Safety in Health Care (BASG) and Austrian 
Medicines and Medical Devices Agency (AGES MEA) 

SCIENTIFIC ADVICE

WE ARE RESPONSIBLE

WE ARE OBJECTIVE

WE ARE COMPETENT

WE ARE EUROPEAN

Scientific advice for applicants

When developing medicines, pharma-
ceutical companies have the possibility 
of obtaining scientific advice from AGES 
MEA. Both types of procedures (EMA 
Scientific Advice/National Scientific 
Advice) represent specified focus areas. 
In the case of enquiries from the field 
of new substances (chemical and bio), 
but also from the development of 
biosimilars and generics, AGES MEA 
ranks consistantly amongst the leading 
medicines agencies within the EU. With 
regard to the number of scientific advice 
procedures it occupied the 1st place- 
top-position among all EU agencies. 
This achievement illustrates impres-
sively the extensive know-how available 
for applicants and customers of AGES 
MEA to benefit from. 

SAWP - Scientific Advice in 2015

VALUES OF 
AGES MEA

Number of EMA Scientific 
Advice Procedures

Processes of the 
Austrian Medicines 
and Medical 
Devices Agency in 
the Life-Cycle of 
Medicinal Products

 12%  11%  11%

9% 9% 9%

7%
6% 6%

4% 4% 4%
3% 3%

1%
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AT Coordinator    AT Peer Review

2015
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Adaptive 
Pathways

Scientific / 
Regulatory 

Advice

Manu-
facturing 

Authorisation 
(GMP-

Inspections)

• Assessment 

of Clinical 

Trials

• GLP- & GCP-

Inspections

Marketing 
Authorisation

• Variations/ 
Renewals of Marketing 
Authorisation

• Variations of   
Manufacturing                       
   Authorisation
 

• Safety Signals & Risk       
  Management   
• periodic GMP-Inspections
• PV-Inspections 
• Market Surveillance
•  
  Authority   
• Batch Release

Suspension 
of Marketing 
Authorisation
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CLINICAL TRIALS

2006   2007   2008   2009   2010     2011    2012    2013    2014    2015    2016
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Commercial Trials in AT

Authorisation of clinical trials

Phases of submitted clinical trials 

 36 83 113        27

 39

 
  70              151     45

23 71         115    39

 31
   
87       145       55

 33
 

85      139    43

  41        107 150   46

  46         99 158    46 

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

  259

            305

248

              318

          292

                     327

                       336

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

AGES MEA conducts a scientific 
assessment of the chemical, pre-cli-
nical and clinical data of the appli-
cation for marketing authorisation. This 
assessment determines the outcome 
of the decision regarding the approval 
of a medicine. In recent years emphasis 
has been placed on these features both 
with regard to the approval of generics 
(more than 90 % of all national authori-
sation applications), as well as in the 
field of biotechnology. Blood- and 
plasma products, vaccines, monoclonal 
antibodies (MAbs), biosimilars and 
the field of immunology are all core 
competencies of the AGES MEA.

Approval procedure - 

Main areas of focus

2006   2007   2008   2009   2010     2011    2012    2013    2014    2015    2016
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PRODUCTS

Core competences 

of AGES MEA

MARKETING AUTHORISATION
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Top ten place

  
 
 

in European comparison  
since 2009

AGES MEA plays a sustained and 
leading role as Rapporteur in the centra-
lised procedure (CP) and as Reference 
Member State (RMS) in the evaluation 
of mutual recognition and de-cen-
tralised authorisation procedures (MRP/ 
DCP). For years now, Austria has been in 
the EU Top 10 in MRP/DCP procedures. 
Since 2009 Austria has constantly 
occupied a top ten place in the overall 
European comparison. Recently Austria 
also entered Top ten in centralised 
procedures. This achievement clearly 
underlines the obvious commitment 
on the part of the Austrian medical 
authority to be at the forefront of 
helping to shape matters at a European 
level - both in the interest of applicants 
and of public health. 

AUTHORISATION AND LIFECYCLE-
MANAGEMENT OF MEDICINAL PRODUCTS

Austria in 
comparison to 
other agencies 
per number 
of Rapporteur 
and Co-rap-
porteurships in 
the centralised 
procedure

MRP/DCP Procedure

293 
273 

173 

133 131 

89 

38 36 34 
22 19 15 13 10 10 8 8 7 7 6 6 5 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 

NL DE UK DK PT SE HU AT ES CZ FI FR NO IS MT IE PL SI SK BE IT EE LV HR LT BG CY EL LU 

MRP DCP Sum 

100 

200 

300 

Proced. nat.             Proced. MRP&DCP           Sum of procedures finalised

timely finalised early finalised

2004   2005  2006   2007   2008   2009   2010    2011     2012    2013    2014    2015

78 
64 68 

50 
35 41 

21 
36 32 

50 
65 59 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Zeitgerecht abgeschlossene DCPs (%) Frühzeitig abgeschlossene DCPs (%) 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

281 
213 228 

164 134 
227 194 

271 
193 

124 60 85 

196 
329 

465 
482 533 

850 

1.002 
989 

748 

471 

375 

606 477 
542 

693 646 667 

1.077 
1.196 

1.260 

941 

595 

435 

691 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Proced. nat. Proced. MRP&DCP Sum of procedures finalised 

1.000 

1.500 

MRP DCP

Overview 
on finalised 
human 
MR- and 
DC-procedures 
per RMS 2016

Fast 
processing, 
time kept 
as short as 
possible, 
many DCP 
procedures can 
be finalised 
before day 210

Marketing 
authorisations 
issued over 
the last years 
national vs 
MRP/DCP

59% 
early finalised, 

41% timely 
finalised
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TBE Influenza  

Others Meningococcal group C vaccines 

Total number of human vaccines Veterinary vaccines 

100 

TBE

Others

Total number of human vaccines

Influenza

Meningococcal group C vaccines

Veterinary vaccines

Samples from: 
legal market

illegal market

pharmacopoe 
development

QMM (reports of quality defects)
Routine quality control national
Routine quality control international

21

Batch release

Approval of 
plasma pools 
2006-20151.512 1.613 

1.961 2.068 1.980 

2.292 
2.473 

2.683 

3.005 

3.368 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

2.000 

Batch Release 
of vaccines 
2007-2015  

Market surveillance

Market surveillance: 
sample structure 2015

domestic inspections
foreign inspections

Inspections

Numbers of domestic and foreign 
countries inspections

Authorisations and Variations

New Marketing Authorisations vs. Variations 
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SURVEILLANCE
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BASG & AGES MEA

BASG - Federal Office for Safety in Health Care

AGES MEA - Austrian Medicines and Medical Devices Agency

Traisengasse 5, 1200 Vienna 

 

Head of AGES MEA, Procedural Member BASG

Dipl.-Ing. Dr. Christa Wirthumer-Hoche

basg_anfragen@ages.at

+43 (0) 50 555-36111

CONTACT
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